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Difficult to scan patients
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Due to a growing population of difficult to scan
patients, transthoracic echocardiograms (TTE) are 
inconclusive in 10-15% of cases3, resulting in additional 

costly testing and an increased burden on the patient.PROCESSOR

SOFTWARE
BEAMFORMER This is especially true for patients with lung disease,

obesity, or those who are in critical condition.
Traditional hardware-based technology may often
yield these inconclusive exams because it can only
support a limited set of information.INNOVATION

cSound
GE Healthcare has significantly 
advanced image quality, 
performance, quantification and 
workflow with the introduction of
a new generation of scanners built 
upon GE Healthcare's updated 
software cSound™ beamformer 
platform.
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Infinite patient data.
Pixel-by-pixel precision.

The key innovation of cSound is its extraordinary
processing capacity where the RF-data from all
probe-to-system channels from a whole frame
are received and temporarily stored in the
“Local Big Data” memory before the image
reconstruction is performed.

This enables the application of advanced
beamformer algorithms, such as True Confocal

Standard High-end
Hardware Beamformer

Software
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Proportion of patients requiring contrast for technically limited
studies as per American Society of Echocardiography (ASE)

guidelines, a relative reduction of 49%.
Image reconstruction, which empowers
physicians to confidently diagnose even difficult
to scan patients.

The cSound software beamformer platform
enables rapid updates to the high-end Vivid E-
seriesandS-seriessystemstoquicklyintegrate new
innovations in image reconstruction and
visualization algorithms.

Save time & reduce costs

An evaluation of the clinical value and resource
utilization impact of the system was completed at
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York. The study
demonstrated that the utilization of cSound
beamforming technology helped reduce the
use of contrast, which can be avoided in 1 of 5
patients, a relative reduction of 49%.
This reduction in the use of contrast can improve
workflow efficiency, help save exam time,
reduce related cost and potentially the need for
additional invasive follow up tests on a patient.7

cSound combined
with XDclear

The ultra-high element density XDclear™ probes,
such as the 4Vc-D, combined with cSound
beamformer technology deliver exceptional 2D
image quality enabling you quickly and easily
acquire diagnostic images with confidence and
most often without contrast.
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